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Hogan defends tight parking policy
By Curtis Winston

the University Security
Parking Division, said parking
statistics from the end of
neJI_rly twice as many parking Summer 1987 showed 14,701
decais as there are available parking decals issued for 9,563
spaces. B'li. the parking spaces. Sixty-five percent of
manager says not everyor.e the 1ecals are red decals
who bas a decal parks on issued to students. There are
9,246 red decals for 4,858 red
campus at the same time.
Marilyn Hogan, manager of lots, she said.
Staff Writer

The parking office issues

Faculty and staff are issued
blue decals. There are 3,399
blue decals issued for 1,533
spaces, Hogan said.
Even with the number of
decals outstripping the
number of spaces, Hogan said
there is plenty of parking
space. However, most of the
frequently ODen red spaces

aren't near classrooms, she
said.
"Everybody wants convenient parking," Hogan said.
''They al1 want to park right
next to where they are g'Jing."
Students waiting to park in
Lot 44 north 0( the ComSee PARKING, Page 5

CusBode

M

Gua says SIUoC wouldn't need
• to Increa.. H It laaued •
couple t.undred mora parking

stick...

Prof says
Dukakis,
Bush lead
By Dana DeBeaumont
Staff Writer

Vice President George Bush
and Gov. Michael Dukakis of
Massachusetts are the frontfW'ners for the Republican
and Democratic presidential
nominations, John Jackson,
dean of the College of Liberal
Arts, said Mon:iay.
Jackson, a professor in
political science, said Dukakis
should win the South Dakota
primary and the Minnesota
caucuses today, and Sen.

!merh!:Je ~~~ ~:l&

Republican contests. ,
Sen. Paul Simou. Cal.bonda\e's favorite son, must
have a decent showing in one
of today'E races to withstand
the battle financially,
especially in the upcoming
southern primaries, Jackson
said.
"It takes an enormous
amount of money to fight the
battle in Super Tuesaay. It
covers 20 states and & huge
bloek of territory," Jackson
said. "The only way to be

What winter
Sophomore Tabathe Miller (left), a marketing major, along
with Junior larissa Borkowski, a Russian major, take In

See PA':.AARIES, Page 5

some sun Monday afternoon while studying on the patio
outside of the University. Museum at Fa,",!" Hall.

Marine's abductors send videotaped message i,
BEm'l'T, Lebanon (UPI) The kidnappers of U.S.
Marine Lt. Col. William
Higgins released a videotape
Monday in which Higgins
read four· demar,ds for his
freedom, inCluding the
release of Moslem prisoners.
Israel's withdrawal from all
of Lebanon and an end to U.S.
infltlence in the region.
The four demands came
from the Organization of the
Oppressed on Earth, a group
authorities said may be
backed by Iran. The group

This ~1orning
Court rejects
book, North cases
-Pagesf.-7
Champaign skater
wins gold medal
-Sports 16
Partly cloudy, 43.

claimed responsibility for
Higgins' abduction Wednesday from a coastal road in
southern Lebanon.
"In order to get me
released, the demands of the
captors have to be met," said
Higgins, 43, an official of the
U.N. Truce Supervision
Organization or UNTSO, in a
70-second videotape delivered
to a Western news agency in
Beirut.
The Reagan administration
quickly reiterated its opposition to negotiating' for

hostages.
"We are not going to give in
to the demands of terrorists
and we will continue to explore all avenues," said White
House spokesman Marlin'
Fitzwater.
Higgins, filmed from waist
to head, appeared calm and
confident ,as he ~d the
demands in a clear, strong
voice. He was unshaven and
wore a dark green sweater.
In 'Louisville, Ky.; Higgins'
family were cheered by
seeing Higgins.

"It wCaS encouraging to see
A terrorism expert noted
him, to know that he is the similarity of some of the
definitely alive," said Michael deJriands to those fulfilled to
Miller, husband of Linda gain the ,release of 39
Miller, Higgins' younger American hostages on a
sister.
-hijacked TWA airliner in June
1985.
"We felt he looked well in
The HezboUab, or Party of
the video and it boMered the
hope and the faith of the God, a pro-Iranian group
family that he will be active in southern Lebanon,
returned. The general con- claimed responsibility for the
sensus of the family is we feel hijacking and is believed. to
we mu.'it stay by the TV and be the umbrella group for the
close to a phone for any in- Organization for the Oppressed on Earth.
formation."
,

Declassified letters implicate Meese
WASHINGTON (UP!) Attorney Gp.neral Edwin
r.·iee-,;(! was advised in a secret
memo in 1985 that "a portion"
of up to $700 million
generated over a decade by
an Iraqi pipeline project
would be paid direcUy to the
Israeli Labor Party, newly
declassified
documents
showed Monday.
The disclosure, contained in
a "For Your Eyes Only"

memorandum to Meese from
his longtime friend and attorney, E. Robert Wallach,
was made available by
Meese's attorney.
The Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act prohibits U.S.
citizens from makir.g
payments to foreign political
parties and specifically
requires -the attorney general
to take legal action to prevent
a violation if it appears that

one is about to occur. The
memoralldum and accompanying documents are
now the focus of an independent prosecut3l"S investigation of Meese's role in
the pipeline, which was never
built.
Wallach, detailing aspects
of the 19&'; negotiations over
the controversial, $1 billion
pipeline project, said, "I
hesitate to provide the

following information to you
in memorandum form" that
he said included "specific
items of information which
(Swiss 'banker Bruce Rappaport) provided to me."
Wallach, under indictment
in New York for attempting to
influence Meese in another
matter concerning a defense
contractor, Was rei)resenting
~ppaport . in . discussil)ns to
build the pipeline.
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Israeli legal advisor rules
Palestinian beatings iliegal

529-1622:
Across from:

I • ' •• .,.E«!5!ia~:~~U:
.-----~-------------------~-~-~

RAMALLAH, Israeli-Occupied West Bank (UP!) - Israel's
top legal adviser has ruled that the policy of using beatings and
other means of physical force to quell Palestinian rioting is
illegal if administered for punishment, torment, humiliation or
shame, officials said Monday. At the same time, soldiers fi-ing
rubber bullets wounded four more Palestinians in the occupied
West Bank on the second day of a week of protests called by
Palestinians opposed to Secretary of State George Shulu's
peace-seeking mission, officials said.
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South African-ruled Namibia, officials said. The military also
reported it lost a fighter jet in an exchange of fire with Angolan
and Cuban forces Saturday in southeastern Angola.
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Shultz, Soviets announce progress on issues

i

M03CQW (UPI) - Secretary of State George Shultz and
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze said Monday their two
days of talks achieved progress on a wide range of issues, including arms control and a Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan,
and laid the groundwork for President Reagan's Moscow visit
.
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COPIES •~ South Africa aHacks rebel bases in Angola
iii JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (UPl) - South Africa shelled
and bombed bases and strongilolds of anti·Pretoria rebels in
=
II
II= Angola
in retaliation for an explosion that killed
people in

II
•iii

American ship fires on fishing vessels in gulf
MANAMA, Bahrain (UPD - An American warship, believing

it was under attack: by Iranian speedboats, fired flares and

I

Only
11 TN. WASHINGTON

machine-gun warning shots at a pair of fishing vessels in!b~
southern Persian Gulf Monday but caused no damage, V.l).
military official!; said. In Baghdad, a U.s. military delt>'~tion
arrived fur discussions concerning another serious r.:8Se of
misidentification - the f"Iring of cruise missiles by an Iraqi
fighter bomber toward an American convoy of U.S.-registered
Kuwaiti tankers earlier this month.
'

529-3808

Female Marines allege homosexual inquiry

~'

COLUMBIA, S.c. (UPI) - Female drill sergeants at Parris
Island charge the Marine C~rps intends to cow:t-mar.tial. or
discbargeasmany aslOoftheirraWts as part of an mvestigatioo
into homosexuality at the training base, a newspaper reported
Friday. The Corps refused to confirm or deny that an investigation is in progress. The women told The.State newspaper
they and others have been accused of homosexuality, sodomy
and fraternization but have not been charged.

.-----------------

SPC Center Programming
& The Student Center
presents
Video Taped L¢cture

TV evangelists lose faith, not ratings

Leo Bns~agna

NEW ORLEANS (UPI) - Americans are losing fait.. in,
television evangelists, but despite that trend, national ratings of
religious programs have increased dramatical1y over the past
seven years, Gallop Organization pollsters said. Pollsters
analyzed changes in public opinion toward TV minisbies between 1980 and 1987 in an issue of the Gallop Report titled
"Religion in America" and they concluded that last year, 53
percent of aU Americans believed television preachers were
dishonest.

"All The SpeeialChndren"
Thurs. Feb. 25
12noon-lpm
Illinois Room

Navy secretary reSigns over cuts in budget
WASHINGTON (UP!) --' James Webb an~y resigned
Monday as Navy Secretary, upset by what he said was Defense
Secretary Frank Carlucci's lack: of leadership in protecting the
Pentagon from budget cuts, especially the Navy's desire for a
600-ship fleet.

state

cmCAGO (UP!) - The Dlinois State Chamber of Commerce
Monday urged Gov. James R. Thompson and state lawmakers to
coa.rr.it a major share of new revenues in fiscal year 1~ to
education and to avoid any tax increases. The chamber
estimated that for the coming fiscal year, starting July I, there
will be at least $500 million in normal revenue growth ov~ the
c~ent year.
'
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Grant, loan aYlards
used in determining
public aid eligibility
By Steven Starke
Staff Writer

Students seeking public
aid may have portiono; of
tt~ir feden.! scholarship
grant and loan awards
counted as personal income
in determining their
eligibility for food stamps.
"Students who think they
might qualify for food
stamps ~ould keep receipts
for all of their educational
expenses," Harvey Welch,
vice president for student
affairs, said.
Welch was replying to
questions from several
students about the accuracy
of their monthly food stamp
awards. The students, who
wished to remain unidentified, said they were not
sure the public aid office
was C'lrrectly taking into
account their allowed
exemptions.
According to a state law
that took eif'lCt in October
1987, federal grants, loans
and scholarships - excluding amounts spent for
tuition, books, and transportation - are considered
income in formulating
eligibility for food stamps,
Mary Jane Reese, administrator of the Jackson
County Public Aid office,
said.
Under Article IV of the
Higher Education Act, this
includes Pell Grants l
Supplemental EducationaJ
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By Katherin M. Lober
Student Writer

for not reporting a student
thought to be violating the
code, or accusing a student of
violating the code when the
A more lenient version of accusation is known to be
the School of Law student false.
The revisions are the result
conduct code bas been suI>
mitted to the school's faculty of student grievances brought
to the faculty in August.
for approval.
The committee. heard
Howard Eisenberg, a
mer.:.ber of the three-member student comments on Nov. 18
committee that drafted the and Dec. 4 last semester.
This is the fIrSt time the
revised code, said a date bas
IK't been set for a faculty code bas ~ revised, but
vote, but he expects a vote Eisenberg said there bas been
mue.1t dissatisfaction with the
within the month.
original code.
The revisions include:
-Lower penalties for
"This has beeri an ongoing
discussing the contents of an. issue in the School of Law for
exam with a stutl.ent who will about four years," he said.
take the same exam in the
Katherine M. Black, a
same semester and for second-year law student on
continuing to work on an the committee, said the
exam after the exam time is revision didn't include all the
over;
student grievances because
-Elimination of penalties "the committee thought that

it would be appropriatE:."
Eisent-erg said some
students have complained

and John Baldwin
Staff Writer

~f!~~llJ:t~~Pfh!i~~!

to suspend students if they
violate the code because of
substance abuse.

"Some students feel that it
<substance abuse) does not
relate directly to their school
work and activities within the
law school and therefore
should not be subject to law
school disciplinary action,"
Eisenberg said.
The revised code also
allows students to vote for a
faculty member to be on the
ethics appeal board.
But Black said "The
students still want to see a
student·member on the et!Ucs
appeal board."

Violations hamper bar-owner
By Dana DeBeaumont
Staff Writer

The owner of Gcltsby's Bar
and Billiards may be unable
to get a liquor license for a
restaurant-bar he wants to
open because of numerous
law violations by Gatsby's
patrons, city liquor commission member John Yow
said Monday.
Jim Winfree, !)woer I)f
Gatsby's, wants to open the
Yellow Su.'lmarine, 603 S.
Illinois Avenue, to replace
Papa's Pub and Deli. Papa's
closed in November.
Winfree asked the liquor
commission to authorize the
license at its Feb. 16 meeting,

but no one provided a supporting motion for the license.
City M"inager Bill Dixon
said Winfree's lawyer asked
the Liquor Control Commission, which is composed of
City Council members, to
delay its decisiOL. on the
license until its March 1
meeting so the lawyer would
have more time to prepare a
ease supporting the issuing of
a license.
Yow said information about
15 violations for underage
possession and consumption
of alcohol at Gatsby's in the
past 22 months will be
presented at the meetin~.
The Yellow Submarine

would toe different from
Gatsby's, Winfree argued.
"Gatsby's doesn't have a
kitchen and the food isn't
prepared there. The Yellow
Submarine would have a
k.itchen and an extensive
mEmu," he said. "There will
be no dance floor and no live
entertamment. It just won't
d
la
be
:1ig
Yellow
Submarine would likely be
half bar and half restaurant
and will not have a pool table
as previously planned.

wU:::::

U:e"

"I'm not going to turn away
booze business though," he
~

sald.
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Grants, Byrd Honor
Scholarships, CollegE' Work
Study, and Guaranteed
Student Loans.
Federal
financial
assistance that goes for
room and board or other
personal e~ is used to
determine if a student
qualifies for food stamps,
Reese said. Students are
required to pl'(ivide proof of
money spent on tuition and
related fees when applying,
she said.
.
The student budgets for
198HI8 released by the
Office of Student Work and
Financial Assistance is
different from the formula
used by the public aid office,
Reese said. Each case is
reviewed by the public aid
office separately because of
each students different
educational expenditures;
whereas, the student work
report is a uniform average
for all students.
Students who have
questions abotot how their
applications w~re evaluated
should gather their
educational receipts and
arrange a meeting with
their cas(,worker and
openly review their file, she
said.
Welch also advised
students to ~ with the
financial aid office to make
sure their records are up to
date.

Law.school student conduct code
revised, 8\vaitsfaculty approval.
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Opinion & COlnmentary

Army 'Nants a few
good, straight men
AMERICA HAS MADE significant gains in the fight
against discrimination bssed on race and gender, but little
has been done to stop discrimination against homosexuals.
In fact, discriminatory practices against homosexuals
often are part of the official policies of companies and
government 9gencies.
The U.S. armed forces are a prime example of a
blatantly dLcriminatory group.
In 1981, the Defense Department declared that
homosexuals were prohibited from joining the armed
forces, claiming their presence would hurt morale and
discipline. Fortunately, this rule recently was declared
unconstitutional by a federal court of appeals in California.
ONE WOULD THINK the Army would get the message
that such disgusting displays of prejudice are not constit'.ltionally acceptable. But, in keering with its thickheaded tradition of civil rights violations, Ute Army plans
to appeal the decision to the Supreme Court
.

It is an embarrassment to the United States that the
Army, which is suppo-..ed to be the great protector of
freedom and democracy, tends to act more like a gaggle of
white-supremacist skinheads when it comes to civil rights.
The armed forces have a very important job to do.
Anything that inhibits their ability to protect America and
its allies from hostile nations is a direct danger to freedom
&Jld democracy. But this does not mean that the armed
forces have the right to ignore the law.
AS WITH ALL cases of discrimination, the logic behind
the Army's actions is flawed. There is no reason to believe
that a person's ability to fulfill the duties of a soldier, or of
any other profession, is affected by sexual preference.
The Only way in which homosexuals might disrupt the
workings of the armed forces is by inflaming the
prejudiced attitudes of some of their colleagues. It seems
clear the Defense Department recognized an overwheImihg presence of prejudice against homosexuals in/
the military and created the rule to avoid conflicts that
would hurt morale..
..
There may be some twr:>~ sense to ~e. rule l.D ~t, if
such a large degree of prejudice does eXISt m the military,
problems almost certainly w.oul~ !esu~t. from
homosexuals' presence. But, by lDStitutionalizmg t~.e
prejudice of its soldiers, the Defenc;e Department \tp;; done
nothing hut reinforce soldiers' immature attitud--.s toward
homosexuals.
IN THE LONG run, this type of irresponsible leadership
by the Defense Department will lead to even greater
problems because soldiers will feel it is their right - or
perhaps even their responsibility - to discriminate
against homosexuals.
Eventually, most soldiers return to the civilian world. It
is to be hoped that their time in the military will have
prepared them to be more responsible and productive
members of society, instead of having instilled the twisted
attitude that prejudice and dis'!rimination are acceptable.

Quotable Quotes

Reagan's illogical decisions rival
his ~r'lack for staying uninformed
I don't know why people
keep picking on President
Reagan. He is one of the
wonders of the world, a
masterpiece of intellectual
efficiency.
In an age when knowledge is
power, Ronald Reagan has
gone further, knowing less,
than any world leader of his
time. H fads were gunpowder,
Reagan couldn't blow his nose,
yet there he is, seven years the
leader of the Free World and
riding high yet. That is DO
aeddent; that is talent.
We were given yet another
example of Reagan's invincible ignorance two weeks
ago. The White House revealed
that the State. ~t
made a deal With the Soviet
Union in 1985 to end military
aid to the Afghan rebels as
soon as the Soviets began to
pull out of Afghanistan The
thing is, the State Department
didn't tell Reagan about the
deal. He has been going around
saying that we'll keep supplying the rebels until the
Soviet p'~llout is nearly
complete. This bas added
more than a little confusion to
our negotiations with the
Russians.
In most administrations 00, why be coy? In any other
administration known to man
or woman - that would be
more than passing strange, the
State Department going into
business for itseH. Not in the
Reagan administration. This is
a president, after all, who
didn't know we were trading
arms to Iran for hostages, who
didn't know we were siphoning
funds from the deals to supply
the Contras and' who didn't
much care, either. Given the
opportunity to ask the prinCipals what they were doir.g

"If, in fact, the great ride is over, I don't know how the skills of
investment mani~tion will translate to anything else. Most of
these people can t even explain to their children wt-oat tlley do."
Tom Wolfe, author of "The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test" aDd during the Iran-Contra me§,
i'The Bonfire of the Vanities."
.
Re::"tgan was barely able to
suppress a yawn.
"I love San Francisco. It's a human game preserve." Actor and
And yet be retains his
San Franclsan Robin Williams.
popularity with the American

Doonesbury

American Secretary of State in
negotiation with Englisbmen
and Japs, would eypect him to
come off better than secondbest. Third-rate men, of
course, exist in all countries,
but it is only here that they are
in full control n! the state, and
with it all of the national
standards."
Even allowirg for the fact
that Mencken was no great fan
of democracy and a bigot to
boot, that passage rings
Tribune Media Services
ominously true today. For all
of Reagan's hype about it
being "·Morning in America,"
public and seems sure to there bas been a kind of
continue to do so until the end leakage of national pride in
of his days. His genius bas recent years.
been to lower our expectations
The Reagan years bave seen
of presidential competence to
the vanishing point. After the virtual collapse of our
seven years of Reagan, we space program. We haven't
expect so little from presidents sent a human being into space
that even a gold-plated phony in nearly two years and our
like Pat Robertson can be unmanned program is almost
taken seriously as a candidate. non-existent. Meanwhile, the
And why not? Robertson is Russians charge ahead and no
smarter than Reagan and pays one seems to care. Reagan
more attention to what's going talks about the "privatization
of space" and no one snickers.
00. The legacy of the Reagan
We grovel in gratitude at the
years is that now, truly,
feet of Mr. and Mrs. Reagan
anybody can be president.
It is a time that cries out for for their efforts in fighting
H.L. Mencken, the aeid- drugs in this country, yet when
penned social commentator- of we bear that the CIA bas
the '205 and '80S. In a not supported international drugdissimilar time, with a not runners like Panama's Manuel
dissimilar president - Warren Noriega !tnd army officers in
G. Harding - Mencken, in an Honduras in return for their
e51>8y called "00 Being an aid in support. of the
Nicaragaan contras, no one
American," bad this to say:
"All of which may be boiled expresst=> outrage. I suppose
down to this: the United States we feel that Reagan didn't
is essentially a commonwealth even know what was going on.
that And I suppose we're right.
of tbi.."ti-rate c:.-eli. I think eventually Reagan
distinction is easy here
because the ~ener.>.l ie,'el of should have a day of his own,
culture, of inf'll"DUltion, of like Washington and LincroJ
taste and judgement, of or- and Martin Luther King Jr. It
dinary competence is so low. would be on a Monday, of
No sane man, employing an course, and we could celebrate
American plumber to repair a the occasion by forgetting
leaky drain, would expect him things that we don't want to
to do it at the first trial, and in think about.
It would be a fitting
precisely the same way no
sane man, observing an memorial toa great man.
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Two 12" Pepperoni Pizzas
for 8.99
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Alicia Hili, freshman In general studies, searches for • parking spot

PARKIN~,
munications building, Monday
morning voiced thto:'r
frustrations in finding convenient parking. Barry
Brueggemann, junior in advertising, said "you either
gotta sit aroond and wait for
people to get out of class or
JlhI"k far away."
"I've seen people fight for
spots. I saw a fight a couple of
weeks ago. The guys were
throwing punches and yelling"
BrueggemaJ'.nsaid.
Some students have no
problem in finding a spot. Matt
Giegling, sophomore in accounting, found a siillce as
soon as he drove into the lot. "I
happened to luck out today, out
other days I've almost blown
off class because I got so sick
of driving around looking for a
spot, he said.
+

from Page 1
Hogan said the Ph~ical
Plant has studied the costz,; of
building a new oarking garage
near class buildings. The twolevel 348-space garage near
Faner Hall was erected in 1976
at a cost of $2,565 per space,
she said.
In e!ght years the cost to
build a p'.!{ki.'"!g structure has
nearly douD!ed, Hogan said.
The UUTalt rate is $5,444 per
space. The existing garage is
n('t designed to have level.o;
added to it, she said.
The revenue generated by
decal sales and parking fines
would not be sufficient to pay
fur a new ~age, unle&
parking fees wexe increased
significantly, Hogan said. The
parking division receives no
tax money for parking improvements..

Hogan said people waste
time in searching for choice

Poli~ Blotter
Carbondale police said five
automobile burglaries were
committed between Fr.day
night and Monday with
damage dOfie to the
automooile in four of the
burglaries. Police could not
comment on whe!her the
burglaries were related.
Two of the burglarIes oc·
curred within two hours
Friday night at the University
Mall parking lot. A radar
detector valued at $400 was
taken from the car of Bonnie
G. Rieckenberg, 29, of Mur-

Cities Star Tribune in Minneapolis showed Dukakis
leading
Minnesota's
Democratic race with 29
percent. Rep. .. Ricbard
Gepbardt of Missouri had 18

percent, followed by the Rev.
Jesse Jackson with 14 percent, former Colorado Sen.
Gary Hart with 11 percent
and Si'llon witb 9 percent.
On the Republican side,
Dole led the pack with 42
percent, Bush followed with
32 pe.--cent, TV evangelist Pat
Roile:'1Son WIth 11 percent and
U.S. 'lep. Jack Kemp of New
York·.ad 5 percent.
Sn:lVely said he doubts any
of the presidplltial contenders
will ;>ull out because of
toda~"s outcome, but the
winners "ill play the victories
to their advantages.

"The impact of Iowa and
New Hamspbire have grown
out of proportion, but its the
way the game is played," he
said. "The actual numbers
are small."

Jackson said the Minnesota
caucuses should be the important race to date. Minnesota is bigger and more
representative of the country
than either New Hamsphire
or Iowa, he said.

~
~.
~~I
~O~ ~!_1£>"
Try a Free Slice Tonight at Gatsby's

I

P8l'ki.n2 spots by using a

method called "vulturing."
Like vultures, people search
for a convenient spot by
methodically Circling the
parking lot·
"In the time people spend in
driving around looking for a
close spot they could have
parked in a further away spot
and walked," Hogan said.
Parking "VuIturing only
wastes gas and builds '.!p
stress. When you walk you
relieve stress and get exercise," she~aid.
Distant, yet frequently open
parking lots include: Lot 59,
near the Lesar Law Building;
lot 100 on South Washington
St.; and lot 56, the gravel lot,
South of the Arena.

PRIMARIES, from Page 1- First hearing
competitive is to spend.
"Then Simon needs to pull
back and wait for the lllinois
primary (Mar. 15)," he added.
David Derge,professor of
political science, said SimOlJ
needs to convince himself and
his followers that he should
stay in t".e race for his
campaign to stay alive.
"It's like deciding whether
you're iII love or not," Derge
said.
Keith Snavely, professor of
political scienc£ said party
nominations still are up for
grabs for all the candidates,
even though Simoo's chance
of winning the Democratic
nomination looks grim.
"There are no certainties
yet, but I wish Simon's
chances were better,"
Snavely said. "A lot of people
havP, r.ut a lot of effort in
Simon s campaign. His )Pck
of money restricts coverage
and he can't do as much as
he'd like to do."
Snavely added that today's
races are important for
Simon
because
"be
realistically needs to win. If
he consistently comes in
third, . his candidacy will be
discounted. "
A poll released in the
Sunday edition of the Twin

~;edfree

lialilPY Ii£,ul" 11- ()

Speedrails
$1.05
82.75 Pitchers
Busch, Bud, Bud Lt.
Afternoon DJ Show
prizes&Giveaways

set for men
in burglaries
Two men charged "v.itb a
string of burglaries will appe.u- at a prellininary hearing

Thursday at 1 p.m. at the
Jackson County Courthouse.
Calvert Johnson, 30, of
Carbondale, and Kevin L.
Koontz, 22, of Marphysboro,
are being held at Jackson
County Jail, Assistant State's
Attorney Michael Nieskes
said.
Nieskes said a public
defender was appointed on
their behalf.
Carbondale police arrested
Koontz Feb. 2 and Johnson
.Feb. 10 after investigating a
wave of more than 100
burglaries that occurred since
e&rly December.
Police recovered a bout
$25,000 in stolen property in the
arrests.
Lt. Larry Hill said the two
confessed· to about 20·
burglaries. Police believe they
may haw committed many
more.
Johnson and Koontz were
released on parole from the
House of. Glass, a Iullfw..y
house at 805 W. Freeman St., in
late November..

FREE DDG &"'JGif'I

2 Speedrials for '2.00
2 140z Bud Mugs '1.50
(you keep the mug~
2 songs in a row, by same artist

Prizes, T-shirts, Rosati's slices

.t

pbysboro, hetwecm 7:15 and it occurred Monday. A portable
p.m. Another radar detector, stereo cassette player was
valued at $250, was stolen from taken from the car of James C.
the car of Robbie Joe Stanley, Duncan, 19, of ~rterville.
23, of Carterville, ~tween 7:45 while it was parked ilt 1702 W.
and 8:45 p.m. Windows on both Ma;n 81. between fl and 11 a.m.
cars were broken.
TbestereowclS valu..!dat$I80.
A burglar took a wallet with
A radar detector "alued at
credit cards and identification $350 was taken from the ~ar of
from the unlocked car of John Velma M. Harsy, 57, of Du
C. Ham, 43, of Route 5 in ~u('in, while it was parked on
Carbondale, while it was the 400 block of West Ja('kson
parked at the Murdale 8tre-.'!t. The burglary occurred
Shopping Center Sunday
morning.
Two aU',omobile burglariell cars.

~~~s .;er:~rok!~~n tofu
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High court won't hear fundamentalists' case
WASHINGTON (UPI) federal courts.
The Supreme Court Monday
The case is one of two
refused to disturb an appeals celebrated disputes involving
court ruling that rejected fundamentalist claims that
claims by fundamentalist public school textbooks
Christians that public school promote so-called secular
textbooks violate their humanism, a belief that
people can live ethically
religious beliefs.
The court'l;' decision not to without the benefit of a god.
While scoring early vichear the case involving
parents from Tennessee lets tories in federal courts, a»stand a ruling by the 6th U.S. peals courts overwhelming
Circuit Court of Appeals and ruled against the parents.
The other case, from
is another in a string of
defeats for fundamentalists Alabama, ended last year
who have found little sym- with the nth U.S. Circuit
pathy for their claims in Court of Appeals o"erturning

High court
to decide
phone tax
WASHINGTON

a ruling by a fetieral judge
that banned 44 textbooks from
public schools in the state
because ther promoted the
"religion'
of sucular
humanism. The parents in
that case chose not to bring
their appeal to the Supreme
Court.
In another major defeat for
fundamentalists, the Supreme
Court in June 1987 struck
down 7-2 a Louisiana law
ca~ for equal time for the

teaching of evolution and the
biblical story of man.
The Tennessee case began
when seven East Tennf-.:lsee
fundamentalist
Christian
families argued that the 1983
Holt, Rinehart and Winston
reading series used in their
school district was "antiCtristiaIl," and said the J-.dOks
could lead their chilc..-en to
reach conclusions contrary to
the teachings of their
religious beliefs or those of

their parents.
In the fall of 1983, they
asked the Hawkins County
Board of Education to allow
their children to use alternate
readers.
The board refused, saying
the added expense and
trouble was too great and
would set a precedent that
would mare "the teaching~ning process ... completely Ullm&Dageable chaos."

SPC Travel & Recreation
presents SPRING BREAK '88
Friday March 11 to Sunday March 20

DAYTONA BEACH

(UPI)

The Supreme Court agreed
Monday to decide if illinois's
5 percent tax on interstate
telephone calls Violates the
Constitution's
commerce
clause.
The justices will hear
arguments this term in two
appeals, one brought by two
residents of Illinois and the
other by GTE Sprint, of an
illinois Supreme Court ruling
upholding the state;s
Telecommunications Excise
Tax Act.
The law at issue imposes a
5 ~t tax on "the act or
pnvilege of originating •.. or
receiving"
interstate
telecommunications in
Illinois.
The tax, which results in
..bout $10 million a month in
revenues for the state, applies
to all calls charged to an
nlinois. servke address,
regardless of where the calls
are billed or paid.
After the tax was enacted,
Jerome Goldberg and Robert
McTigue, illinois residents
subject to the tax, filed a
class action suit.

SOays/7 Nights at the luxurious Claredon Plaza
on the ocean front
• Home of the finest night clubs, The Plantation Club
&Penrod's Beach Club
Quad occupancy all with color TV, air conditioners,
and telephones
Exclusive discount card for shops, restaurants and
Optional roundtrip motorcoach transportation
Free Pizza Delivery till 4:00am
Package Only
Package with
$185
$260
$20 damage deposit, $50 holds your spot.

~DAILY 4:457:159-"

4t1aFloor
Vld,_Lo_ge
Stad_t ee.ier
All Show.o1.00
he.." Wed. 7 a. 8p_

VIDEO DANCE CLUB.
Maul Tropical Schnapps Nit.
Maui Schnapps specials
and giveaways all nite f

LaclI••
We're now accepting
applications for Ms. Coo-Coo's 1988

s.o.s. -

Tnis newpruijmt!! I!;~
Self Over
Substance. There wiD be three parts to the
program. Some wiD be available next week-others
are in their developmental stage. They are:

s.o.s.

1) A weekiI' column in the Dally Egyptian called
hAdvice to the Drug-Worn."
2) S.O.S. Peer facilitlltor program-a group of

students trained in the ...ost up-to-date
Infonnalion and referral resoun:e5.
3) Resource Center-containlng vid~pes. books
pamphlets and audio tapes for checkout.

-Also-

Wheel of Fortune

-Win Cosh, Food, Free Drinks
and valuable gift certificates

AD

g.i«ii
-..ut«-

PIZZA PArtTY

AFTER MIDnlTE

Coors, Coors Lt, Pabst, Old Style Specials 8-10/

Rt. 13 E. 529-3755

Become PArt of the SelfODer sw..tcuace PreuentioftProgrcuR
We'U provide the lnlIning, if. :onnatlon and materials and introduce \fOIl
to a netwodc of other concerned students. You'lI provide a htde of your
time. energy and caring.

Hyou would like more information, call
the Wellness Center.
.
Ask fc.·r Cheryl or Joe.

536-4441
Pan of l/OUI' slue Student Health Program
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~Wellness
WCenter

Court to review Watergate law·
WASHINGTON <UPI) The Supreme Court, in a case
that could get former Reagan
administration aides off the
hook, agreed Monday to
review a Watergate-era law
intended to ensure independent investigations of
government officials .
The court will hear
arguments n the case brought
by independent prosecutor
Alexia Morrison. The case
seeks a rev iew of a ruling by
the U.S. Circuit Court of

~=~ia f~~ed~=t th~

law that created Morrison's
position unconstitutional.
If the :-'upreme Court should
find the law unconstitutional,

Morrison's probe would come
to an end and the recent
conviction of former Reagan
confidant Michael DeAver
would be overturned.
The court agreed to hear
the case on an expedited
basis, an action reserved for
the most sensitive and
pressing constitutional issues
and only rarely granted. The
court· will hear ora)
arguments in the cese April
26.
The court also granted a
stay requested by Morrison
that she said was necessary
to preserve her case involving
former Justice Department
official Theodore Olson. She
argued that the five-year

Court says
'no' to North
WASillNGTON (UP!) For the second time in two
months, the Supreme Court
refused Monday to block an
independent
prosecutor's
investigation of Marine Lt.
. Col. Oliver North and his role
in the Iran arms-{)Jntra aid
scandal.
The justices let stand a
federal appeals court ruling
dismissing North's lawsuit in
which he challenged the
legality of the criminal investigation being conducted
by independent counsel
Lawrence Walsh.
It is the second time the
high court has rejected
North's legal claims. In
January, the justices let
stanrl a lower court ruling
holding North in contempt for
refusing to comply With a
subpoena to produce handwriting samples.

statute of limitations on
perjury charges is set to run
out March 10 and without a
stay, she may never be able
to pursue the charge.
Morrison has been investigating whether Olson lied

to Congress ill the 1983 En-

vironmental
Agency
Protection scandal
Lawyers for Olson defended
the appeals court decision and
said the "act runs I\.'l.lghshod
over bedrock (constitubona!)
principles" and urged the
court to affirm the decision.

"Special Thin Crust"
Hwy 37 So.
Marion

light & crisp with your Be h'In d t he
favorite toppings Courtho
Murphysboro
684-5598

~o

;(~:

Adam's Rib
1HA1RCUTS'7.50 & '9
Sculptured Nails '35
5 ••4762
W.II & W.laut
Walk~IDli

Welcome

.II.II.II.II.II.II"I.II.II~

!

RESUME

!
i

FREE Champagne

February SpecialI
laserset Resume &
50 copies

16 oz. Drafts

@m@,i,S:m

$19.88

MYERS'S RUM.

50~
95~

95~

ThE LuERGRAphic
CENTER

another service of

=

KOPIES & MORE
507 S. Illinois Ave

!

529-5679

~

!

~11.1I.1I.II.ll.II.".Il.I'"

'R Expressive"
Arts Presents,
Direct From:

THURSDAY,
MARCH 10th
8:00 P.M.
Student Center Ballroom D

TICKETS: $2.00
Tickets on sale at the Student Center
BOl[ Office and at the door.
For more information call 536·3393.
Come see one of the people who helps
make Late Night With David Letterman
the hottest, hippest, funniest late night
show there iP. Fred Graver will talk
about how they put Late N1ght together,
his experiE'nces on the show. what Dave's
really like, how he convinced Paul Shaffer
to do someth1ng on the air that really
embarassed h1m, and he'll even answer
your q'~est1ons about Late Night.

A
W

Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale

Aerosmith draws line too short

If you're spending Spring Break
"catching some rays" In

Band fails to meet
high expectations
of their audience

A Review
By Richard Nunez
Enter1ainment Editor

Expectations may have been
high for the Aerosmith concert
Sunday night at the SIU Arena,
but there was something
lacking in the band's performance.
Somehow, the band failed to
(lisplay the exuberance and
i!"ecklessness that is the
signature of its music.
.\erosmith jumped. kicked,
screamed, played extensive Energetic Steve Tyler, lead singer for Aeroamlth, Jumped,
solos and put on a good light kicked and clowned around during Sunday night's· pershow, but by the end of the formance at the Arena.
concert, it seemed as if the
band members merely had they played some of their would test the endurance of a
gone through all of the classic songs, such as "Sweet singer 10 years his junior.
Tyler occasionally would
motions.
Emotion," "Walk This Way"
Playing to a crowd of about and the perennially elegant lean over and talk into the ears
of
the other band members,
6,500, lead singer Steve Tyler "Dream On."
told the audience early in the
One highlight of the concert maybe to encourage them to
be
a
little livelier, but if he was
concert that the louder they was an interesting drum solo
screamed the better the band performed by drummer Joey encouraging them, it didn't
to work.
seem
would play. The audience Kramer. Kramer strapped
eventually screamed louder, electronic drum sticks to his
but Aerosm.ith's performance back and performed a solo by
Aerosmith seems to bave
diel not match the audience's playing the drum sticks off lost the spirit and energy that
walls, floors and the shoulders allowed It to play to large
enthusiasm.
That is not to say there were of a security guard..
audiences, such as the one it
no high points to the concert,
Tyler was the most energeti(' played to at Chicago's
because· there
were. of the band members. He CmDiskey Park in the late '70s.
Aerosm.ith was cheered on jumped. kicked, clowned and Or maybe the band just bad an
most enthusiastically when performed gymnastics that off-night Sunday.

~----

be sure you don't ..... .
catch the MEASLES, tool
Protect Yourselftl Your SIU Student Health Program Is.
prOViding
FREE
measles/mumps/rubella
and
tetanus/diphtheria Immunizations at the

Student Health Assessment Center
(flnt floor, south end, Student Center)

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24
9:30AM.. 2PM

bIrIhdar

• An,..".. I/OCCfnoted prior 10 '1161 or hefore their ,.,
needs 10
he rel/OCCfnated lor _ ,... An,..".. who ,...IIsure or /los lnod..,.,..,.
~ needs ",. m ....1ea I/OCCfne. An,..".. born hefore '957 Is conImmlllte 10 ....... Iea.
.
• fvwyone needslelonus boos"".-y 10 vears.

.,dered

VAILABL£ fREE TO SIU Sn.JD£NTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

--.-~~

The American Tap
'1.50

5185.111. Ave;

Quarts of

~
&

% OF'·

Ufr

ALL SEASON-WHITEWALL

155180R13
Reg. '54.00

$27 00

THE
FUN
STARTS
AT
~:OOpm

February 23. 1988

Dear Students,
On Wednesday, February 24, from 10:00 am until 4:00 pm, the
Undergraduate Student Organization (USO) -}.'?ur student government Invites
you to attend its first Open House.
This event will give you the opportunity to interact with your student
government representatives. It is very lniportant that you,as a dtizen of this
UniVersity, take advantage of this opportunity. Student government Is always
willing to listen to the students it represents. Therefore. your concerns,
questions, Interests, and suggestions'will ~ greatly appreciated.
Again, we encourage you to visit us on Wednesday. We are located on the
third floor of the Student Center. If you have any questions prior to the Open
House, feel free to call us at 536-3381.
.

COMPLETE
BRAKE JOB

$99 95
Front & Rear

SAVE'40

MoatCara
Semi.Meta!lics EIll ..

• Install Now linings
• Machine Drums & ROIOrs

Remember, heing involved anows you to MAKE MORE THAN A

DIFFERENCE!

. Reg. '139'"

• Inspect Hydr~uhc System
• Repack Beartngs

I
I

Sincerely,
John A. Attard, PresIdent
Undergraduate Student Organization
P .5. ·Who will be the next usa President? Who is your usa representative?
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Janice Washburn, sOlJhomore In radl~
television, relaxes In the sun outside of

Student gets
cash award
for research
An international association
has given a cash award to a
University doctoral candidate
to research mental retardation.
John Wheeler, special
education, said he would use
the $400 award to continue his
studies into mental retardation.

Faner Hall Monda, afternoon.
peratures were above 60 degr....

Tem-

Once we getc.
·wegotcha•
TACO TUESDAY
2 Hard 5hell

e<'f
~~ 00'1
,,\\)e~

Tacos

i~~~j .. · ~~)OHN~® $~~"~,C)

The award will be presented

to

Wheeler at the council's
!'Stional ~nference March 30
m Washington, D.C.

,.-

iJ ~

":::!'

'South End of Strip·

901 S. H. Ave.

.;

Plr1CH
PENNY
PUB

'.'

.

Oncewegetr:ha,wegotchal

n .......--From Our Menu----I
Serving l1am til
Midnight

I·
I

50th ANNUAL MEETING

• Appetizers

• Soups

• Salads

• Burgers

• Deli Sandwiches

.-----IDaily Special---

o/the

SIU CREDIT UNION

I~

Tuesday
Lasagna
with
Salad

·3.50

Wednesday Th"rsday
Beef Stew Grilled Ham
& Cheese
with
Bench Bread with Chips

·3.25

·3.25

thursday

l
~
~"'J.

Import Beer
·Extravaganza
5 Z Varieties

I:

Complimented with an
international appetizer

1----lIar Specials--,..,j

Luncheon (R.S.V.P.)
Business Meeting

11:30a.m.
12:00 Noon

Following the Business Meeting and Election ~ Officers,
DOOR PRIZES WH.L BE AWARDED.

THIS IS YOUR CREDIT UNION
MAKE PLANS TO ATTEND NO\Vl!!

Tuesday
All Wines

"Wednesday
Miller Light

90C
Black
&

White
Russians

·1.25
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To day's
Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Piece of
worship
7 Turf fuel
11 Acted
14 Used ebuslve
language
16 Tie
16 Debt note
17 Ancient
escetic
18 Drame section
19 Seult - Merle
20 Youngster
21 Automatic
24 Mualcal
refrain
26 Insenaltlve
27 Desert baaln
floor
30 Gr. le«er
32 Offspring
33 - Abner
34 Inallgate
37 Coli. ath. gpo
40 Authorize
42 Misses
44 Sun disc
45 Anger
47 Snitch
46 Type of PO
del,
50 Bill
51 Proportion
53 Sa ... weerer
55 Adhesives
57 Rayed bloom
60 Membrane
64 Make lace
65 8elg. river
66 Attic
68 Rubber tree
69 Pace
70 M"ther of
Gelahad
71 Ship: abbr.
72 TV show o'
old
1

2

P /4

5

14

17

Puzzle answers
are on Page 13
73 Erase'
1
2
3
4

40

reI

44

~ ~4I
A

157
84

II
71

54

41 Speculate

43 Simple
46 Hay fever
Inducer
49 Misshape
52 Stellar
53 Alpha bet run
54 "- 01 Two
Cities"
66 Egged on

12'Smatl
amounts
13 Combate
22 Component

58 Fabricator
5980ne;

pre'.

61 Amerlnd
62 Pre-Easter
period

23 Golf .:Iub.
25 Floating
platform
27 Entreaty
28 Fluff

" 61:1

25

El34

39 Concemlng

9 rliiovle dog
10 Objects
11 Upset

t!l 24
E:!
27
21

35 Sp. cheer
36 Shoelace tip
36 Jel -

7 Calm down
8 Per

[]21
21

31 Ready. wlllIng. -

5 Author
Deighton
6 Watery
swelling

20

33

29 Substitutes

DOWN
Wasta
allowance
Fecllity
Agree"",nt
More than
enough

1

I' I'

63 Suit to 67 Beverage

10

R,"'i2G3
fu~r-

15

Ea

lJ "
22

I'

23

rl FIle
13

30

31

1:1
E!" r4I
rW 0
Lm
50

S5

JSI

42

18

~72

Educational
partnership
considered

11 31

31

:Ill

~

C

56

11111

GRADUATE BUSINESS
Association will present
Sandra Goeken of Airfooes,
Inc. at noon Wednesday in
Rebn25.
GAY AN'D Lesbian P~ple's
Union will meet at 8 tonight in
the, GLPU office, Student
Center 3rd floor.
PI SIGMA Epsilon will
present Sandra Goeken of
t:!=20~' at 7 tonight in
ADVANCED REGISTRATION Appointment Cards may
be picked up by juniors at the,
College of Business and Administration between 9 a.m.
and3 p.m. today.
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS and Services will
sponsor an income tax
~r at !i p.m. Wednesday
m Wham 1(15 to assist international students and
faculty with tax returns. Bring
W-2 forms., For details, call
Carla Coppi at 453-5774.
SHAWNEE
MOUNTAINEERS will meet at 7
tonight in the Rec Center
conference room.
AMERICAN MARKETING
Association
promotions
department will meet at 7:30
tonight outside the AMA office,
Student Center 3rd floor.

11 811

I

All poets are invited to
participate in the 11th annual'
CSS Publications poetry
competition.
The contest is open to all
ages, and the theme is
"against the grain."
Entries must be posbnarked
by March 30. Poems will be
re,viewed anonymously by a
panel of judges and the best
1"t'. will be published in
"Against the Grain," a book
due out in the fall of 1988. The

three outstanding poems will
receive awards.
The processing fee is $5 for
tb4i! first poeJ& ':lnd $2 for each
additional poem. Each poem
should be on a separate sheet
of paper and a c:)ver letter
containing the poet's name,
address and list of poems
submitted should accompany
tbeentry.
Entries should be mailed to
CSS Publications, 2010 Avalon
Road, Des Moines, Iowa 50314.

YOUR

SPECIAL
DIEf,
else would you call a
especially for
Registered
? No powders, no
products to buy,
weight by
a custom·
diet based on
sound nutrition and
healthy eating habits. C2'l
Nu-Ufe Nutrition about
the diet for your ;ife at
529·3992, Ask for a FREE
consdtation. -

JOUR-

:~~~~.meet at 4 today

1/147

.~1

COMPUTING AFFAIRS will
offer "Using the 3820 Page
Printer" at 2 p.m. ,Wednesda)
in Faner 1025A and "Introduction to MegaCalc" at 10
a.m. Thursday in Communications 9A. To register,
call 453-4361, ext.. 260.

BIOCHEMISTRY

4S

511

lies
11

e! a

tlJS2
31

3Ii

Poetry competition offered

Briefs

~~
112

53

17

tJTO
tilTS

WELLNESS
CENTER

A new Pan~AmericaD
educational partnership may
result from a visit to CClSta
Rica, a dean of the College of
Technical Careers said.
Deem Harry G. Miller is
visiting Costa Rica's Institute
A STRESS
of Technology in San Jose until
MANAGEMENT ClASS
Feb. 29. Miller will work to
'-nto.-a-IM>IIon.1ncr.establish an ongoing
lei-' perfonnarKe.1mfIr- awlrelationship between the inwntratIon.ond-'d~
stitute and SIU-C.
II.......
The first step toward the
/It..3 -.It cIoa atarttne
partnership came in October,
1988, when Israel Calvo,
TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 23
agreements officer of the vice
3-5PM
rectory of research and exMackInaw Room. Student Center'
Taught by Man: Cohen
tension at the institute, visited
SIU-C.
Calvo hoped to set up an
agreement wiJt SIU-C to tap
into its expertise in such areas
as
micro-enterprise
development, education fIJI'
employment, graduate
Discover how a journal can be
programming in technical
your personal rec""d of srowth
and development. This 2 week
education, faculty developcou .... tells how to start and how
ment, cOoPer.!ltion between into overcome blocks.
dustry and educa tion,
Begins
establi.shing associate degree
lliURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25
pr~ams and joint research
4-5:30PM
projects.
Thebes Room. Student Center
TIle institute, the major postsecondary school in the
country, handles aTI of CClSta
Rica's technological programs
anj degrees, Miller said. It bas
three campuses and about
3,000 students.
, P.l~j paily E!§YptiaD, FebJ'w.u:Y 23, 1988

lULLEL FOUNDATION will
discuss "~roblems Jews
Encounter at SW" at 8 tonight
at the Interfaith Center, 913 S.
nIinois.

SW AUTO Club will meet at
7 (-.m. Wednes(lay in the
Student Center Mackinaw
Room.

(618) 52!hi992

300 E. Main lHunler Bldg.1
Carbondale
M·F 11-5:30; Sat. 11-1

Joinet A. SmIIJerg. M.S~ R.D.

Career EnhancelDent
Week 88
Tuesday,. February 23, 1988
Mississippi Room S'OOpm
Sandra Goeken, Airfone
Jason Richards, Airfone
"Male & Female Interaction in Business';
Sponsored by: Society for Advancement of
'
Management
Ohio Room 6'OOpm
Susan Harkness, First Investors Corp.
Cindy Partridge, Comptroller of the Currency
"Opportunities in Finance''''
Sponsored by: Financial Management Asso<:ia:tionll
Illinois Room Z·{)Qpm
lew Wilks, Brand Sales Mdnager, Wang
laboratories, Inc.
Gary Bagwill, Human Resources Manager,
Wang laboratories, Inc.
"Sales Careers at Wang labs"
Sponsored by; International Business Association
Ohio Room 8'000m
Russel Malone, Human Resource Manager,
Chicago Mercantile Exchange
"The Effects of the Stock Market Crash" and
"Opportunities at the Mere."
Sponsored by; Financial Management r7d.'F:)A
Association
~
$lIIDIHT
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of Business and Administration

Council
hears
Swaggart
ALEXANDRIA, La. (UPI)
Disgraced television
eval1gelist Jimmy Swaggart,
who left his pulpit after
confessing tD an unspecified
sin, Monday faced a clerical
grand jury of Assemblies of
God officials investigating
allegations be consorte<l. with
a prostitute.
The 19-member council walt
scheduled tD meet at 1 p.m. in
centra! Louisiana, about 120
miles from the campus of
Jimmy Swaggart World
Ministries in BaW'l Rouge, tD
get details of tht. ailegations
and tD make a decision on the
future of the world reknowned
minister.

"IT'S MORE like a grand
jury," said the Rev. Robert
King, one IJf the members of
the Presbytery of the
Louisiana District Council of
the Assemblies of God that
will investigate the case. "I
do not believe we will make a
decision (Monday),"
Without explaining the
nature of his sin, '$waggart
begged forgiveness Sunday
frum his wife, family, church,
foll.)Wers and other television
~..angelists in a
tearful,
emotion-cbarged
address
before more than 7,000 people
at his Family Worship Center.
lUNG DO~JBrfED the
Presbytery of the Louisiana
District Council would take
Swaggart's ministry per-'
manently away from him,
although normal pr~ure is
to order a minister in such
cases to refrain from
preaching for a time.
After tIle presbytery makes
its decision, tt.'e information
will be forwaroed to the international Assemblies or God
headquarters in Springfield,
Mo. Officials there will decide
what sanctions, if any, will be
handed down against
Swaggart.
The scandal erupted into
public late last week amid
reports Swaggart had been
seen leaving a New 0rle.'lIlS
botel with a known prostil:ute,
and that pictures of the two
together were obtained by
Marvin Gorman, a New
Orleans evangelist whom
Swaggart charged las~ year
with committing adultery.
GORMAN HAS med a $90
million lawsuit agaicst
SWlAggart, the Assemblies of
G'.Ki and several other

~{h=~~k~

In his tearful confession,
Swaggart did not attack news
media accounts of the
charges ag&inst him, instead
he called them "fair, 0bjective, and even compassionate." He gave further
validity tD the allegations by
comparing his time of trial tD
that of David, a bib!ical
figure who fell from grace by
committing adultery with
Bathsheba.

SWAGGART'S
FALL
from grace brought little
sympathy from PTL founder
Jim Bakkt:C, whom Swaggart
brough" down last year by
expo6ing his sexual encounter
with JessiC2. Hahn.
"I think the only comment
Tammv and 1 wOl.lid have is
the words of Jesus: eYe who
are without $in cast the flJ'St .
stone, ... Bakker tDld reporters
after a moment's thought.
GORMAN MADE 110
reference tD his alleged roie
in the Swaggart scand?.J,
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CARBONDALE. FIRST MONTH free in
2 br "."i/. Wei' behind clinic. $350.00
_57·3321.
3·11-88 .............. 206380116
DESOTO. BARGAiN lOW
5195.00
our one bed'roorr ~dS notl. gos and

o.

c.nfrtJl air. "S7-3J:tI.

3·11·88 ...

. . 206280116

APARTMENTS
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SIU ~pproved lor
Sophomoreo ~nd up

NOW RENTlI"'JG FOR
SUMMER & FALL 88-89

........

Featuring: EfhClencies. 2&3bd
Split level apt..
With' Swimming ;>001
Air Conditioning
Wall.o wall carpet
Fully Furnished
Cable TV service
Outdoor 20< !rills

f I).
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AND YET
I VERY CLOSE
TO CAMPUS

I

Fa, Information stop by

The QuadS

U

121)7 S.Wall

1\
::il

457-4123
SHOW APARTMENTS
Tue.-Thurs.-Fri.
1-5pm
Sat. 11-2om

~~~
f!i~.. Preview some of
Carbondale's finest
tw.., bedroom
apartmeni... VAIL,
PARKTOWNt.:, TRAILS
WEST, HICKORY GLADE.
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Good locations
Gfeat Prices
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&lent.. Today for
Occupancy Now,
Summer or Fall
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P,ir.t your claulfled ad i" the apace prcwldecI. Mail along with your chKk Ia the
Daily Egyptiarl CIau;fied Dept•• Commu"icatiana "lid;"". StU. CorboncI..Ie.Il62901
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From '170 per person
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Ad
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Bedroom
Townhouses

3 Dal'

1 .15
17.n

6 linea

I) Start Date

11:0.

·~lentlylocated

Of Days T0 Run _ _ _ __

I (Required far aIfI<» _anly)
Classification _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I
II Address
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I
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0 VISA
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IS Surprisingly

0 MasterCard
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I
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• Next to school
on Wall & Campus
• Extras Include:
Washer/Dryer
Heat Pump
Dishwasher

CALL TODAY
457-3321
Y::'t
to
__- - J j

I.:=:::-.=-.:.._no~t

50,You
Say You
Can't Sing!

let them read
it, not hear
it, Ina

Smile Ad!
6. 00 for first Inch
1.00

each addltlonol

inch
Deadline ot 2pm.
two days prior
to publication.
For more Information
contact Rick at
536-3311 Ext. 217

RO"Al.

RENTALS
Efficiencies
and
Mobile Homes

Clean. Furnished

BeAPart

and close to

of The:

"Men
of

&.IaU."
Male
Pagw.t
Applications
available at:

American
Marketing
AsSOCiation

3rd Floor
Student
Center
or
METIIOPOllTAH CO_UNITY
CHURCH of SouII!ern ",1_.
a
opecIaI -.odt to ",. _
and
IesI>Icm .-.mun/Iy. -.hlpi at ,
p.m. ~ at ",.

wi'"
In"""'''''

C._.9',i5.UllnoIa.
'·2So11 ............... 145IJI05

NoW' Rentiag
for

Summer and Fall '88
Apartments, Houses
MobHeHomes
Malibu Village 529-4301

~

uoalL£ HOMES

_Iron,

UFf'SAIlEACH~~

• ,.

(2tXl$CX1> jx&l

NowR~tingfor
Summer a Fall
Brand New 14' wides

Hole'.
hateI _ lamDUI
strIp wI'" , ................ , .......
Iotv- pool. blk. Jhcp and ModI·

~'~~':I:':r~~
Don~ mIA outl CoIl

Call
453·5254

DEADLINE
IS
FEBRUARY
26TH

sun and surf.

H_II~HIS.

, - _ ............... 11>69JI06

PREGNANT
call .'RTHRIGHT

Fr. . Pregnancy Testing

Confidenlial Ani.'ance
S49-2794
Hmu1t.
)J..FltJ..4pm S.l.9-I~

215W.MAl

11\11"

AMERICAN
MARKETING
A$OClATION

Don't lat changes get you down:
Learn to take charge of your life
By Cheryl Presley
Wellness Center

To Your Health

Change has always been
central to American life. More
than a cent'JJ)' agu French
auLbor Alexis de Tocqueville
remarked "the American has
no time to tie himself to
anything, he grows accustomed only to change and
ends by regarding it as a
natural state of man."
Now more than ever it SeemJI
individuals are encountering
an increasing number of
changes during their lifespans. Additionally, most
fWeryone wants to change
themselves in one way or
anotber become better
looking, thinner, better
educated, more assertive and
less lonely - the list goes on.
By coming to college, most
students have made a longterm commitment to change:

guide books on how to master
every aspect of the complex
process of change. Our liVe<;
are unique; therefore, how we
respond to and cepe with the
challenges of putting it all
together. how we grow and
changr ctlso will be unique.
There are, however, a
number of suggestions that
can be made to help you
maximize and take responsiblity for what you do on the
road to self-reliance and
personal growth.
Remember, the process of
change, whether it be a change
in jobs, majors, roommates or
girlfriend-boyfriends, can be
painful - this doesn't mean
you have done something
wrong; it merely means you
are human.
Secondly, change in one area
to attain a career, to gain
economic security, to become of your life always effects
many other areas of your
competitive in the job market.
The college environment existence. Changes don't occur
also calls on students to con- in isolation. Perhaps this is
tinually engage in new pat- why we feel overwhelmed
terns of behaviors where they when we make a change, and
mm.;t revise their pe~tions nothing seems the same again.
Below are some ideas to help
!If themselves and theIr enyou deal with the many
vironment.
No matter how exciting the changes you may encounter
prospects of these changes are while in college and heyond.
to individuals, we often get in These ideas are not intended
the middle of the adventure as easy answers, but
and discover that we are suggestions to help you instressed, depressed and ternalize the process of change
and regain a sense of balance
anxious.
The exciting beginning of a in your life.
-Take your time: Even
hopeful ft.ture sometimes just
doesn't feel as good as we though the outer forms of your
life
can change in an instant,
thought it would.
Unfortunately, there are no inner reorientation takes time.

Health and '

Don't panic!
-Arrange for a good temporary support system. Get
someone to talk to.
-Don't act for the sake of
action. Step back and discover
what you need to learn for the
next step of yOU!" life. Make
lists of what you really want to
have happen during and after
thecbange.
-Recognize that discomfort
is a part of change: Discomfort IS not necessarily a sign
something is wrong but that
something is changing.
Change sometimes brings
feelings
of
anxiety,
inadequacy, fe.u- - this is
normal. Find ways to relieve
the stress of the change.
-Take care of yourself:
Give yourself positive strokes
for the things you are doing
well. Focus on your strengths.
. -Use the change as a new
kind of learning: Change is an
opportunity to learn something
new about yourself. Ask
yourself: What did I learn
about myself during this
change? What strengths do I
have to help me go through
future changes?
If you need some assistance
adjusting to and learning from
the changes in your life there
are several places on campus
that you can get help. The
Counseling Center, Clinical
Center and the Wellness
Center offer counseling,
groups and workshops that can
help you transform change
into a positive growth-filled
event
in
your
life.
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Soccer Referees Wanted
For Spring Youth Soccer Program
Saturday Work Schedule Bel~DiIl.g1
April2. $ 7.50 per game
Payment upon completion
ofeach game
EzperieDce Preferred
Referee Clinics a Test
Are Required

To your health is produced in

conjunction with the Wellness
Center.

'0'

Contact Jim hallsh
Ca.r1Hmdcde Soccer. Inc.
549-417a or 45&-3341

WeeL Marcil 2U

NAVY HIRING PIL

Fitness Guide
AEROBIC DANCE INSTRUCrOR WORKSHOP For those interested in
becoming fitness instructors,
there will be. a mt:eting from
noon to 4 p.m. Saturday in the
Rec C.enter Dance Studio.
A.M.
AND
NOON
AEROBICS - A.M. at 7 a.m.
Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays. Noon Mrobics at
12:15 p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays in
the Dance Studio.
TENNIS INSTRUCTION Session I: March 21 to April 7;
Session II: April 11 to 29. For
six one-hour sessions:
students, $12; faculty, staff,
alumni and spouses, $15.
WOMEN'S SELF-DEFENSE CLASS - In two parts:
"The Psychological Component" will be Wednesday
from 7 to 9 p.m. and "The
Physical Component" will
from 7 to 9 p.m. March 2 in the
Rec Center Multi-purpose
Room. For more information,
call Nono Makhudu at 453-3655.

College graduates are needed to pilot, navigate,
mointain the most sophisticoted aircraft in the world.
eNo experience necessary
-All majors considered
As a NAVY PILOT, you will fly the most advanced
aircraft ever developed.

As a NAVY FLIGHT OFfiCER. you wil' perote the
electroni: s and computers In the Navy's newet jets.
All interested students who are wit"in three years
of graduation are encouraged to toke advantage of
this opportunity. Testing tokes approximately
3'1:. hours and seats are limited.

Testing appointment may be obtained by calling 1-800-322-6289 in Illinois
PILOT -- Stort at "22,200 ($35.000 after 4 years). 20120 uncorrected vision. Ages 19-26
fLIGHT Ofi=ICER·· Start at "22,200 ($35.000 atter 4 years). 20/20 correctable vision. Ages 19-26.
MANAGER --Start at '2;.200 ($35,000 after 4 years). Ship handling and management. Strong emphasis in
personnel management. Ages ~9-26
BUSINESS MANAGER -- Start at "21,200 ($35,000 after 4 years). Finance, personnel, logistics. Ages 19·28.
ENGINEER _. Start at $23.500 (545.000 after 4 years). Bonus when selected. Project management.
Engineering/ScillncelTechnic~! major. Ages 19·28.

Sophomores & Juniors:
NAVAL AVIATION CADET -- Sophomores from 4-year or Community College thot are undecided about i)OntlnUlng

coll~e may qu~lify for immediate Pilot training. Requirements: 60 semester hours, 2.5 GPA and pass the
aptitude 'est. Slngl&/no dependents. 20/20 uncorrected vision.

Puzzle answers
IMIP
ISIS

'~~}'

~~

T

•

AVI.ATION RESERVE OFFI~ER CANDIDATE:- Guaranteed Pilot IFlight Officer Training at AOCA (Pansacolo, Fl)
durmg Sophomore or JUnior year summer break. and/or upon completion of BS/8A degree.
to $4O,OOU before grod"otion No drills/uniforms/haircuts. GPA must be a 3.0 or higher to qualify.
8ACCUlAUREATE DEGREE COMPLETION PROGRAM (8DCP) - Exceptional students con earn $1100 a month, up
Immediate openings for 011 Officer's Commissioning Programs
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Recruiting: Real work starts Cr!i!!i~!!!lS D~n't b~ beache~1
thIS Spnng Break.
as basketball season ends ~. \ hC/u~ivE'ly
Dive Right In!
lor Women

This is the time of the year
that all college basketball
coaches begin to put their
noses to the grindstone. The
end of the conference season
brings a lot of pressure,
because we are all playing for
a good seed in the postst!ason
tournament. With a little bit of
momentum going into the
tournament, who knows what
could happen with some luck.
In addition to the games, the
real work is in recruiting. The
life-blood of any good program
is tbe recruiting, because the
success is largely dependent
on the talent of the players.
There are 270 Division I
programs, all of which are
trying to get the best talent
available.
THE BIGGEST chore in
recruiting for a school such as

sru-e is to identify the players

who we have a good chance to
get. There is a great difference
between ideality and reality,
and we have to be realistic.
We aren't going to beat Big
Ten or SEC schools for the.
majority of playerE, however
we need players who are just
as talented. This is tough. We
can't afforCl to spin our wheels,
wasting a I(.t of time.
What Bobby McCullum and I
are trying to do now is recruit
players whc.' have outstanding
athletic abiiity. That's our
biggest need. Probably the
biggest goal in any program is
to fill in the holes lind go from
there.
We are trying to recruit
players who will fit in well with
players such as Kai Nurnberger, Randy House, Sterling
Mahan and Rick Shipley. In
addition we signed two players
in the fall, Tony Harvey and
Barry Dunning, so we are
conscious of not duplicating
anything that we feel we
already have.

~JJ -

~ :~

Guest Column

529·4404

I
Scott Howard
balanced
academic available for the. recruits,
curriculum. We feel that a because we lose Steve Middegree from sru-e will be very dleton and Tim Richardson
useful to the athlete after he . this year. Kai, Randy, and
leaves.
Todd Krueg~r graduate next
Carbondale and the year.
University also offer a good
We are working with several
social environment lor the players who we feel can come
athletes. There is no qLlestion into our program and make an
that it has to be an enjoyable immediate contribution. We
school. After all, we have more are excited that these players
are considering sru-e, but
than 24,000 students.
Finally, we feel we can at- there is a lot of work to be done
tract a recruit with a between now and April 13,
basketball program that has a which is national letter signing
solid foundation. Rich Herrin day.
State and national tourhad proved himself as a coach
- he has won 616 games in naments for both high school
high school - so there is no and junior colleges start thls
question that our players will week, so we will be watching a
get a quality basketball lot of games. Also, March 1 is
training.
the first day we can meet with
PLAYING TIME also is

SeeRECRUITING,Page15
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Front Wheel

~ Searing
Repack

$29.95~=f~~.

VIC KOENIG
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Call us: 529·}{)000r997·5470
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John A. Logan
LJ College
presents

oing to See the Elephan

Ladies Night~""

2 for.1

Mixed Drinks

50~Draft.

$2.50 Pitchers

WE FEEL like we have a lot

to offer to an athlete who is

considering SIU-C. We have a

A drama

Of Pioneer Women Bottling a
Brutal Wilderness

Directed by Gayle Davenport
Friday. February 26
Saturday. February 27
7:30pm
Humanities Center Theater
Admission: $4
Information and reservations:
camondaIe area-549-7335; DuQuoin area442.al12; Marion-Henin ~41;
West Frankfort area-937-3438; and Crab Orchard, Grand Tower, and
Trico areas-1-800-851-4720.

Hot Beverage
Special
A STRESS
MANAGEMENT CLASS
~to.-a-_._

ochooI
improve __ •
cantnmon. and avoid un-.aty
ill......
A 3 w..a. clan .tartlng
~nce.

-..~CJ
~A

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23

3-5PM
Mackinaw Room. Student Center

Stress can be caused by both positive and negative events Ir.
Some positive stressors may be a new lob. new
relationship or on upcoming graduation. Whether It /5 caused
by posjflve or negative events, stress can contribute to
Insomnia. heodohces, depress/on and many Illnesses.

your life.

There are hundreds of methods to elp yo;.l manage stress.
Here are a few suggesllo,. . to help you ~in:
-Organize your time.
-Toke time for eKercise which you 9njoy.
·Leorn
a
breathlnglreloKafion
el{erc;se.
·Join a WeI/ness Center stress reduction dass.
The Wellness Center oHefS grou~ and workshops on ;tresl management,
yoga. meditution, imogery. procrastinofi::.n, relcu:ction. heodcche reUef and
inwmnlo. for more mtormotion, col! 536·~"41.

~:I

HuItby Hablts to ~ prewnI tooIh
decay and gum dlsease_:
.Oaily brushing lind IIossing
eGoodnutrilion
eRoq..lar denIIII deriIg & d\edwJ:B

For information
or counseling
536-4441.

• Hot Apple Cider • Heritage Tea
(mix)

(reyular and decafinated)

.AppleOrchard Tea
.20¢ for coffee club members
Available at Cashier's Stations
Market Place Cafeteria 7am-I:3Opm
Pizza Pete's IO:30am-2pm
. Offer expires Wed., Feb. 24, 19S9

LOcal'sportssh()rts
Tennis table
deadline set
DEADUNE TO sign up for
mixed doubles table tennis' is
10 tonight at the Rec Center.
Competition begins Feb. 29. A
$1 refundable forfeit fee
deposit is required.

Bike clinic
tonight
NEED A bike tuneup?
Mike Robinson of the Bike
Surgeon will conduct a
bicycle maintenance clinic
from 7 to 9 tonight in Room
158 of the Recreation Center.
yeople are asked to bring
bikes and questions.
Robinson said he plans to
follow what the students
request. "We just kind of

wing it, see what people want
to know," he said.
Robinson will discuss brake
and gear adjustment and
basic tuneup tips.
For details,' call Rick
Waldrup at li'36-553l.

Rolling team
ready to play
THE ROLLING Salukis
wheelchair basketball team is
making a comeback. Last
year, few players signed up.
However, this semester is
looking up, trainer Kathie
Kurtz said.
The coach is Glenn
MCLernon and eight people
are on the roster. "Everybody
. is travel ready, ready for
competition," Kurtz said.
A ski trip planned for
Hidden ValIey last Friday
was rescheduled for March 4
because of rain.

Multi-Shelf

Clark's ankle
'progressing'
FORT
LAUDERDALE, Fla. (UPO Jack Clark underwent a
battery of tests at the
New York Yankees'
spring training camp
Monday and later had
his injured right ankle
pronounced
as
"progressing nicely" by
~eIf.hYSiCian Dr. Dan
After the tests, Clark

~ 'f~~:Cti~ fO!

Yankee, hitting against
the machines in the
batting cages.

ENTERTAINMINT
CINTIR

n ...o

The
Hillel Foundation
will host a discussion
on the problems Jews
encounter at SIU.
Coping strategies will
be developed
TonightBpm
Interfaith Center
IL & Grand)

-pecan or oak
finish
-displays stereo,
speakers. aecessoroe
&moreU
26Yz"H x 42"W
x14Yz"D

BUYER'. CLEAR.N.
HOUSE
103 S. 13th St.
Murphysboro. IL
684-2120

According to Kanell,
the Yankees will play it
cautiously with their
new cleanup hitter, who
tore ligaments in his
right ankle last September with the St.
Louis Cardinals.

RECRUITING, from Page 1 4 - a prospect face-to-face, so we
will begin the meat and
potatoes pan ~en.
Recruiting is interesting and
exciting, yet it is important to
remember the players we are
'recruiting are faced with a
tough decision.

At the same time, our staff
cannot forget the players who
we have on our team. They are
the ones who have made our
program attractive to other

quality players.

Scott Howard is in his first
year as assistant cOach for the

men's basketball team. Before
coming to SIU-C, he was an
assistant at the University of
Iowafor four years.

How to runyour
ownsliow
:~~
~~~~~
__________

~

__
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The American Express- Cald can playa starring role
virrually an)Where you shop. from Thlsa 10 Thailand.
\\>bether you re buying a 1V or a T-shi". So during college
and after. it's the perfecl way LO pal' for iUS! aboUI
everything you'll want

HO\V to get the Card now.
College is the first sigll of SIXXfSS. And bec-.iuse we believe
in your potenlial, we've made il easier 10 gel the American
Express Card right now. Mlether you're a freshman. senior
or grad student. look inlo 'Jur new automatic approval
olfel'S. For details. pick up an appilcation on campus. Or
call HlOO-11lHARD and ask for a studenl application.

The American Express Ca:'d.
Don't Leave School Without It:""

Sun., Feb. 28, 7 PM
$12.00, 10.50, 9.50
From Chicago, this explosive dance company has
become internationally famous. Their performances
are full of style, grace,
rhythm, personality, and
theatrical allure. Visa!
MasterCard
accepted.
Phone 453-3378.

Sou,,,..,,, Illinois
University .1 c...bond....
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It's a gold for Champaign's Blair
CALGARY, Alberta (UPI) Bonnie Blair ..brust asIde a week of
American
speedskating
disappointments Monday night, downing
her East GermaD rivals to win the
women's 500-meter Olymp~c title and
bring fue United States its second
gold medal of the Games.
With East Germany's Christa
Rotbenburger having already set a
world record of 39.12 in the one-lap
sprint, Blair took the ice after a week
of falls and setbacks that had left the
American men's team with only one
mt.da1 in five races.
U.s. hopeful Dan Jansen fell in both

his races last week, his composure
shaken by the death of his sister one
day into the Games.
Blair, however, rocketed around the
Olympic Oval in 39.10, claiming the
world record and adding an American
::Jld to the one picked up by Brian
Boitano in figure skating two nights
ago.
"I think I did it on guts," Blair said.
"I did a (practice) lap this week that
I knew was good enough to win and
that's what I kept thinking about."
It was the fourth medal overall for
the United States, far below the 18
won by the Soviet Union and the 14

NCAA feud with
'The Shark' goes
to Supreme Court
WASIflNGTON (UPI) The Supreme Court agreed

¥onday to decide whether
NCAA rules violate the Constitution in a case involving the
head basketball coach of the
University of Nevada, Las
Vegas.
The court will hear
arguments this term in· the
case brought by the NCAA
seeking review of state court
rulings that sided with Coach
Jerry . "The
Shark"
Tarkanian.
The case inv(']ves charges of
recruiting violations brought
against Tarkanian in 19760Y
the NCAA and attempts to
suspend him from coaching.
Tarkanian won several important rounds in state courts
and never lost a day of
coaching. He continues to lead
UNLV.
The NCA ~4
charged
Tarkanian had arranged a
grade of a "B" for a student
who did not attend elasses;
that he tried to impede the
NCAA investigation by
discouraging people from
providing information and
encouraging people to provide
false information; provided
free airline transportation to a
student-athlete; reimbursed a
. person's expenses for
recruiting a student-athlete;

captured by East Germany. The
Soviets have seven golds and me East
Germans six.
Blair's triumph came in the fourth
and final gold-medal event of a day in
whicb l:>lustery winds again swept the
Calgary area and further delayed the
weather-plagued 9O-meter ski jumping
event.
The jumping competition, originally
set for last Saturday and postponed
until Monday, was pushed back to
today. The exasperated chairman· of
the ski jumping jury criticized those
who placed the site of the event on a
barren hill at the outskirts of Calgary,

Gymnasts
pummeled at
Chicago meet

I

By Stephanie Wood
Staff Writer

falsely certified UNLV's
program as in compliance with
NCAA rules and his conduct
did not comport with "high
ethical standards."
. The NCAA investigation
lasted 2ih years and it ordered
UNLV to suspend Tarkanian
for two years. Tarkanian
denied the charges and
. presented documents and
evidence contradicting the
testimony of the investigators.
The case reached the Nevada
Supreme Court, which on Aug.
'0, 1987, ruled in favor of
Tarkanian.
It said the NCAA investigators relied upon notes
of interviews as opposed to
sworn affidavits submitted by
Tarkanian from some of the
same persons interviewed.
The court said the NCAA relied
upon evidence of wrongdoing
from an investigator's report.
. The court said: ''The lengthy
and far-reaching scope of the
NCAA's investigation in !tis
case creates the danger that
the enlorcement l'ltaff may not
remember the precise nature
of interviews. This increases
the likelihood that in·
vestigalo4-s, no matter how
pure their intentions, will gloss
over their testimony with an
'unconscious subjective
coloring.""

Inconsistent performances and a
disaster on the pommel horse
dropped the gymnastics team to 3-4 in
dual competition.
.
SIU-C defeated Eastern Michigan
267.25 to 201.30 and lost to the
University of Illinois-Chicago 273.30
to 267.25 at a triangular meet in
Chicago last weekend.
"We had a poor performance
overall," Coach Bill Meade said. "We
were 0-6 in the pommel norse. Every
athlete either fell off the norse or sat
down at least once. You rise and fall
with your own efforts. "
Greg Zeiders, who scored a 9.15,

was the onl-y Saluki. \0 l1ni.>h above

9.00 in the event.
"We're just not very good," Meade
said. "It is one of those years where
coaches earn their money. t>,
Brcmt Reed, who had a personal
best all-around performance of 55.90
against Iowa State last weekend, was
again the team's top all-arounder at

54.70.

MVC honors Hawkins again
Hersey Hawkins of Bradley
was named the Missouri
Valley Player of the Week.
Hawkins, a senior guard,
scored 107 points and grabbed
19 rebounds in three conference wins.
Against Drake, Hawkins
tipped in a missed free throw
with two seconds left to lift
the Braves to a 8lHI3 victory
in Peoria. He finished with 38

H~rner,
'.91!.

unshielded from the prairie winds.
"I feared this from the day I saw
this site two years ago," Torbjorn
Yggeseth of Norway said. "I proposed
windscreens and floodlights (for night
jumping when the winds are calmer).
I never got an answer. I don't know
who rejected it.
"All the skiers wake up in the
morning thinking there's an OlympiC
competition today and then they go
home at night. It's mental cruelty."
Joining Blair as gold medalists
Monday were Sigrid Wolf of Austria,
who won the women's super-giant
slalom.
.

points..
He scored 35 points in
Bradley's ~ win against
Creighton in Omaha, Neb.
After he scored just six
points in the first half against
Illinois State, he finished with
34 points in the Braves' 78-71
overtime win in Normal.
It is the £Ifth time Hawkim
has received the honor this

Marcu. Mulholland

season.

Reed won the high bar with a score
of 9.65 while Scott Belanger finished
second with a 9.40.
Belanger only scored 51.25 in the
all-around after a 54.45 against Iowa
State. "The guys who were the heroes
last week, Reed, Belanger, and
Magliocca, were the goats this
week," Mearle said.
Malgliocca finshed the all-around
with a 52.50.
Floor exercise alld vault specialist
Tom Glielmi won both events with
scores of 9.65 and 9.50.
SIU-C's No. 2 all-arounder Marcus
Mulholland, who has a shoulder injury, competed in only four of six
events.
"We did not know whether Marcus
would be able to work at. all," Meade
said. "He told me after he warmed up
on each event whether he could go or
not."
Despite his injury, Mulholland
scored personal OOsts on the parallel
bars, 9.30, and the still rings, 9.20.

Pendleton show up early to Cardinals' camp

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (UPI) - A
svelte looking Bob Horner showed i.:p to
the St. Louis Cardinals' training camp
aheatl Ilf schedule Monday to get an
early JUDlP on the j~ of replacing Jack
Clark in the defending National League
champions' lineup.
"Aw, I've been to spring training on
the one coast (of Io'lorida) for 10 years
and I didn't know much about the
other," a panting Horner said after
running laps with pitchers and catchers.
"I just wanted to get a feel for where
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in shape. Horner looks to be about 216-

Clark's ankle 'progressing'
-Page 15
I was at, where I need to be. And get to
know everybody," Horner said.
Horner, who spent last season in
Japan after playing the first nine years
of his career with Atlrnta, showed up
on the first day pitchers and catchers
were to begin working out for St. Louis.
He not only showed UP. he showed up

220 pounds.

"Shoot," he said. "I just tt.uned 30. I
have to watch it. Really, I'm excited to
be here."
.
Another Cardinals regular who
reported with pitchers and catchers
was third baseman Tprry Pendleton,
who missed most of the World Series
with a pulled muscle in his left rib cage.
"I always come out early," Pendleton said aftet finishing his running
and doing a double handful of situps.
"This is not new for me.

"I haven't worked out for three
weeks," Pendleton said, showing a
finger which required stitches to repair
a recent cut. "I swung a lot before I
hurt my finger. Ribs feel good.
"But I'm going to take it easy for a
couple of weeks just to make sure. I'll
concentrate more on <hitting fr~m) the
left side than the right side. "
Pendleton and Horner will have to
help pick up the slack left by the
departure of Clark, who signed with the
New York Yankees.

